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This is one of the most frequently asked

questions! There are many elements to

consider when selecting colors for your

portrait. First, choose colors that work with

your skin tones. Medium to dark tones are my

favorite; they are visually slimming and frame

faces well.  You should also choose colors

that complement the environment and

season of your portrait location. You may

also want to think about where the portraits

will be hanging in your home, and work with

your decor colors. So. Many. Choices!

If you are self conscious about your arms,

wear long sleeve or 3/4-length sleeves to

draw the eye away from your upper arms. If

you you want to flatter your waistline, wear

something that narrows at the waist

without pouching out on the top or bottom.

Wear long pants or skirts that go below the

knees to allow more posing options and

deemphasize the legs. Darker colors on

the bottom are visually slimming.

You want your face, not your clothing, to

be the first thing people notice. Choose

muted, overall patterns that enhance rather

than detract. Avoid logos or huge designs.

Trust me! 

MAKEUP, HAIR & JEWELRY

04 Keep your hair and makeup close to the

way you usually style it; you'll feel more

comfortable with the results. If you need a

haircut, get it at least 2 weeks before your

session. Choose simple jewelry that

accents your outfit.

It may be your

favorite shirt, but for

a photoshoot, leave

bold designs hanging

in the closet. Think

SOLIDS or muted

patterns!

The 3/4-length sleeve

draws they eye down

the arm, and the suit

coat nips in at the

waist in just the right

spot.

The blue tones accentuate his eyes and

skin tones and and coordinate well with

the location.

Simple jewelry and natural make-up allow

YOU to be the focus of the portrait.


